Client Spotlight:  

SJ TECHNOLOGIES

SJ Technologies is a leading IT consulting and services company that has successfully primed over $100 million in Federal Contracts with both Civilian and DoD Agencies. With a diverse portfolio of offerings, including IT Consulting, Application Development, Cybersecurity, Data & Analytics, IT Modernization, and Cloud Solutions, SJ Technologies is committed to exceeding the mission, goals, and objectives of their clientele.

Headquartered in the Greater Atlanta area, SJ Technologies boasts a unique workforce, including skilled remote and on-site team members who collaborate seamlessly to support their collective efforts.

"ISO-related processes have standardized the company's procedures," states John Dennett, SJ Technologies' Quality Team Leader, positioning their staff for controlled, rapid growth. These ISO certifications have also enabled SJ Technologies to participate in contracts that require such credentials, fostering operational excellence and future growth prospects. The benefits of ISO International Standards are immense for SJ Technologies, particularly as a small business. The certifications are expected to contribute significantly to "cost reduction, productivity increase, and granting our team access to new markets with confidence."

Among their noteworthy highlights are being an award-winning, minority- and woman-owned small business (WOSB) and possessing a DCAA compliant accounting system. Additionally, they have achieved CMMI Level 3 certifications in Development and Services.

Looking ahead, SJ Technologies aims to expand its capabilities in the National Security arena, with a specific focus on Cybersecurity services. With a growing team and enhanced capabilities, SJ Technologies is eager to seize new opportunities and expand its portfolio of Federal Agencies, which currently includes DCSA, NGA, US Navy, US Army, and the Treasury.

To learn more about SJ Technologies and explore the cutting-edge IT solutions they offer, visit their website at www.sjtechcorp.com. For inquiries about ISO certification or partnering opportunities, go to www.pjr.com. ✨